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Your guardian on the road ... 

Terms and conditions: If, during the month, you exceed the total hours of use, you will automatically be charged for a higher plan. If you have already subscribed to the plan, an additional 
fee of $5 per month will be charged to your account. Please note that none of the family plans are designed for, or are applicable for one or more commercial vehicles. No family plan will 
be accepted for any commercial vehicles.  
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Features Benefits Bronze -$9.99 Silver - $14.99 Gold - $24.99

Real time GPS tracking  
Locates the driver at any time. You can receive updates about unexpected itinerary changes secure 

access on our website        
Reading every 2 minutes Reading every minute Reading every 30 seconds

Email speed alerts Locates the driver at any time and alerts you if he exceeds speed limits.

Customized geolocalisation for specific areas
Alerts you when an unauthorized area is crossed. According to our surveys, this is a serious concern 

for parents.

Email driving alerts
Alerts you when speed limit is exceeded or about any abnormal vehicle manoeuvres: excessive 

braking, fast start-up.

Email feedback 
A very useful option. Easily verifies movements and validates the driver's commitments to the 

"mobybak - coach" program.

Events reports
Retroactively verifies vehicle movements and trends. Useful for revising driver privileges with the 

"mobybak - coach" program.

Use your smartphone Keep mobybak in your pocket- you can't get any closer than that!

Automatic monthly billing Sign up for one of our mobybak plans and receive your monthly bill  automatically

Installation in the vehicule's OBDll plug * Easy to install  at no extra cost. One easy connection in less than 30 seconds.

Maximum reading time 
Reading time is determined by the number of vehicle start-ups per day and is calculated on a monthly 

basis

2 hours per day or 60 hours 

per month

3 hours per day or 90 hours 

per month

4 hours per day or 120 

hours per month
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Characteristics Benefits Bronze -$9.99 Silver - $14.99 Gold - $24.99

Real time GPS tracking
Locates the driver at any time. You can receive updates about unexpected itinerary changes secure 

access on our website        
Reading every 2 minutes Reading every minute Reading every 30 seconds

Email speed alerts Locates the driver at any time and alerts you if he exceeds speed limits.

Customized geolocalisation for specific areas
Alerts you when an unauthorized area is crossed. According to our surveys, this is a serious concern 

for parents.

Email driving alerts
Alerts you when speed limit is exceeded or about any abnormal vehicle manoeuvres: excessive 

braking, fast start-up.

Email feedback
A very useful option. Easily verifies movements and validates the driver's commitments to the 

"mobybak - coach" program.

Events reports
Retroactively verifies vehicle movements and trends. Useful for revising driver privileges with the 

"mobybak - coach" program.

Use your smartphone Keep mobybak in your pocket- you can't get any closer than that!

Automatic monthly billing Sign up for one of our mobybak plans and receive your monthly bill  automatically

Physical installation of Moby II
Moby II installation is easy, but professional installation is recommended. Complete installation 

takes less than 20 minutes,

Maximum reading time
Reading time is determined by the number of vehicle start-ups per day and is calculated on a monthly 

basis

2 hours per day or 60 hours 

per month

3 hours per day or 90 hours 

per month

4 hours per day or 120 

hours per month
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